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 Differentiated, Fun, and Engaging  Lesson Plan 
 Builds on prior knowledge of 2D shapes/polygons  

 Student “To Do” List  
 Differentiated Student Group Cards 
 Informative Posters/Anchor Charts 

 Review “I Have…Who Has” 2D Shape Cards 
 Differentiated Activity Sheets: 

 WS- working towards standard 
 MS- meeting standard 
 ES- exceeding standard 

 
Aligned to Common 

Core State Standards 

Grades 2, 3, 4 



Sidewalk Chalk Math: Perimeter 
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Goals- 

 Students will be able to create a 2-D shape, measure each side, and figure the perimeter  
by using an addition number model. 

Common Core State Standards- 

Grade 2: CCSS.Math.Content.2.G.A.1  CCSS.Math.Content.2.MD.A.1 

Grade 3: CCSS.Math.Content.3.G.A.1  CCSS.Math.Content.3.MD.D.8 

Grade 4: CCSS.Math.Content.4.G.A.1  CCSS.Math.Content.4.MD.A.3 

Objectives- 

 Students will demonstrate their understanding of the 2D shape by correctly drawing and 
identifying it by name.    

 Students will also demonstrate their understanding of measurement by measuring each 
side of the shape and labeling the side in meters. 

 Students will demonstrate their understanding of perimeter by calculating the perimeter 
of their drawn shape. 

The students will meet these state standards by creating a 2-D shape, measuring the sides, 
using correct units, and calculating the perimeter.  They will use a number model that will add 
the measurements together. 

Materials Required- 

 Chalk 

 Meter Sticks (lesson can be modified to use rulers, yard sticks, or measuring tapes) 

 Group Cards (included) 

 To Do List, 1 per group (included) 

 Differentiated Student Activity Sheets, 1 per student (included) 

 Think About It Activity Sheet, for fast finishers and exceeding standard students 
(included) 

Context- 

 Prior knowledge: 2D shapes, polygons, addition with 3 or more addends, measurement 

 This lesson extends our understanding of how to measure a shape by introducing the 
term “perimeter” and allowing the kids to use kid-friendly materials in a familiar area they 
enjoy (the playground, outside of the classroom, on sidewalks, etc…) to practice using 
this concept. 

 This lesson applies the concept of adding more than two numbers together to solve a 
number sentence.  Students should have previously learned and practiced this skill in 
class.  May also be known as: equation, number model, addition sentence, etc…   

 This unit meets the unit goal by giving the students high interest applications of practical 
problems for life-long use.  It is also providing them the opportunity to use materials they 
will enjoy using to create their 2-D shape including a meter stick and chalk.   

Procedures- 

 Begin with a warm up activity/review of 2D shapes/polygons.  Students should be 
introduced to the term “perimeter.”  Include having the students naming different basic 2-
D shapes and counting the number of sides for each shape in preparation for our lesson.  
Included is an anchor chart or informational poster as well as a review center activity or 
game for “I have…who has” shapes.  Use anchor chart as needed. 

 Introduce a meter stick:  (lesson can be modified to use rulers, yard sticks, or measuring 
tapes) 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/G/A/1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/MD/A/1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/3/G/A/1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/3/MD/D/8
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/4/G/A/1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/4/MD/A/3


o What is this? 
o What does it measure? 
o What is its name? 
o What size things should we measure with this? 

 After discussion on how to use the measurement tool, model using a meter stick rulers, 
yard sticks, or measuring tapes to measure a square.  Model adding the sides together 
to find the perimeter of the shape.  Demonstrate how a square with sides of 1 meter 
each has a perimeter of 4 meters. 

 Pass out the differentiated group cards with different shapes on them.  You should have 
previously cut apart and laminated them to allow for groups and measurements to be 
written on in markers that you can later wipe off.   You can choose if you give the 
students the measurements for each shape or if you want them to choose how big their 
shape is.  The cards should be given according to the ability of the students with 
appropriate groupings of 2, 3, or 4.  Verbally explain the steps of our activity as well as 
providing each group a laminated “To Do List”: 
 

o Each pair will get one piece of chalk and a shape card. 
o We will go outside and everyone will need to find space to draw their shape using 

a meter stick.   
o After they finish, they will then use the meter stick to measure how long each 

side is and write the length in meters by each side.   
o Each pair will write the number model to find the perimeter of each shape in 

chalk beside their shape.  
o They will complete the differentiated activity sheets to accompany their shape. 

 Labeled discreetly at the top of each page: 
 WS- working towards standard 
 MS- meeting standard 
 ES- exceeding standard 

 

 The activity can be modified to drawing small 2-D shapes on paper and 
measuring in inches if the weather does not permit going outside. 

 Once the students finish their shape and worksheet, they have several opportunities for 
differentiated learning that the class refers to as “challenge activities”.  The abilities of 
many classes are varied, thus providing perfect opportunities to provide some students 
with additional, more independent, learning: 

o They can choose another shape they would like to draw and find the perimeter 
for.  They may find a new spot to do this and repeat the task with their own 
shape. 

o They can work on a “Think About It Activity” sheet with some more opportunities 
to use their new knowledge on how to find perimeter using more advanced 
problems.  

o They may calculate the perimeter of some options listed on the sheet. 

Student Assessment- 

 Students will have a formative assessment of their participation through class 
discussion, questions presented within the lesson, as well as their group participation 
and completion of their 2-D shape and perimeter measurements. 

 Students can have a summative assessment of answering questions on their activity 
sheet at the end of the project and/or on their end of the unit test by correctly drawing 
shapes and calculating perimeter. 

Feel free to use these resources for personal or educational purposes.  Don’t 
forget to give me credit @2teach4fun and with a link to my TpT store:   

 http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/2teach4fun   

http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/2teach4fun


Group Members:______________________________________ Date____________ 

SSiiddeewwaallkk  CChhaallkk  MMaatthh  TToo  DDoo  LLiisstt   
Follow each step below to finish your sidewalk chalk math. 

 

1. Each group will get a piece of sidewalk chalk, a shape card, and a 
measurement tool to take outside with them.   

2. Find an area that is away from other groups but close enough for 
the teacher can see you.  You will have to find a spot that you 
can write on with chalk (grass doesn’t work!) 

3. Start with the longest side on your shape.  Measure how many 
units that side is supposed to be with your measurement tool.  
Draw the line using sidewalk chalk.   

4. Go to the next side that connects to the side you already drew.  
Measure how long that side will be using your measurement tool.  
These will be long lines and very big shapes! 

5. Keep measuring and drawing the sides of your shape until it is 
finished.   

6. Stand up and look at your shape.  Does it look like the shape on 
your card?  Fix any mistakes. 

7. Label the length of each side of your shape.  You will use the 
chalk and write how long each side it.  You will have one number 
written by each side of the shape.  Don’t forget the units! 

8. Find the perimeter of your shape.  The perimeter is the 
measurement of all of the sides of your shape.  How long is it all 
the way around?  You will add each side together to find the 
perimeter.   

9. Write the number model or math problem that you used to find the 
perimeter using chalk by your shape.   

10. Don’t forget to write the units!  What unit did you use measure 
your shape? 
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Group 1: 

________________ 

Your shape is  

Group 2: 

________________ 

Your shape is  

Group 3: 

________________ 

Your shape is  

Group 4: 

________________ 

Your shape is  

Group 6: 

________________ 

Your shape is  

Group 5: 

________________ 

Your shape is  
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Group 7: 

_______________ 

Your shape is  

Group 8: 

________________ 

Your shape is  

Group 9: 

________________ 

Your shape is  

Group 10: 

________________ 

Your shape is  

Group 12: 

________________ 

Your shape is  

Group 11: 

________________ 

Your shape is  
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Name__________________________ Date__________________ 

SSiiddeewwaallkk  CChhaallkk  MMaatthh  AAccttiivviittyy  SShheeeett   
 

Answer the questions with your group using your shape and measurements.   

Don’t forget to write the units!  Try the “Think about It” questions. 

1. What shape did your group draw?___________________________ 

2. How many sides did your shape have?________________________ 

3. How long was the longest side of your shape?__________________ 

4. What is the perimeter of your shape?_______________________ 

5. Write the number model you used to find the perimeter.  

    ___________________________________________________ 

6. What tool did you use to help you measure the sides of your shape?  

    ___________________________________________________ 

7. What does “perimeter” mean? __________ 

 

_________________ 

___________________________________________________  

**TThhiinnkk  aabboouutt  IItt  QQuueessttiioonnss**  

8. What other units or tools can you use to find the perimeter of shapes?  

    __________________________________________________________ 

9. Can you think of anything in our classroom or at your house that you could 
measure the perimeter of?  What is it? ____________________________ 

    __________________________________________________________ 

10.  Why would you want to know the perimeter? _______________________ 

    __________________________________________________________ 

11. Write the correct names for each shape on this page near each shape. 

 

 

 

ES 
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MS ES 



Name__________________________ Date__________________ 

SSiiddeewwaallkk  CChhaallkk  MMaatthh  AAccttiivviittyy  SShheeeett 
 

Answer the questions with your group using your shape and measurements.   

Don’t forget to write the units!  Try the “Think about It” questions. 

1. Our shape is a: 

a. rectangle b. triangle c. square d. hexagon e. trapezoid  

2. Our shape has _________ sides. 

3. How long was the longest side of your shape?__________________ 

4. Perimeter is the distance around the outside of a shape.  To find perimeter, you 
add up all of the sides.  What is the perimeter of your shape?________________ 

5. What numbers did you add together to find the perimeter of your shape?  Write the 
number model or number problem you used to find the perimeter.  

____+____+____+____=____      or      ____+____+____=____ 

6. What tool did you use to help you measure the sides of your shape?  

    ___________________________________________________ 

7. ___________________ is the distance around the outside of a shape. 

 

  

**TThhiinnkk  aabboouutt  IItt  QQuueessttiioonnss**  

8. Can you think of anything in our classroom or at your house that you could 
measure the perimeter of?  What is it? ____________________________ 

    __________________________________________________________ 

9. Write the correct names for each shape on this page beside the shape.  The names 
might be: 

   square     rectangle     triangle trapezoid rhombus hexagon octagon 

  

WS 
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Name____________________________________  Date_______________ 

SSiiddeewwaallkk  CChhaallkk  MMaatthh  TThhiinnkk  AAbboouutt  IItt  AAccttiivviittyy 
Pick one or more of the choices below as a challenge when you are finished with 

your shape and answering your questions.  Don’t forget to “Think About It!” 

 

Choose another shape you would like to draw and find the perimeter.  They may 
find a new spot on the blacktop and do the task again, following the directions just 
like the first time with your new shape.  Show your teacher the new shape when 
you are finished.  Do you know the name of your shape? 

 

 

 

Finish the challenge problems below.  Write the perimeter and number model or 
math problem for each shape.  Add what units are being used to the problem.  If you 
know it, write the name of the shape inside each shape. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Calculate the perimeter of an object you see.  You may find the perimeter of the border 
something you see, a window, door, a table, or other items with straight sides that you 
can measure all the way around.  Write your number models or math problem and the 
units you used.  What shape is it?  What unit did you use? 

 

 

 

 

 

17 

17 

9 9 

Number Model or Math Problem: 
___________________________

___ 

4 4 

1 

1 1 

1 

1 

1 

1 1 

13 

13 

113 

72 
72 

21 

21 21 

21 38 

38 

25 25 

ES 

My object is _____________.The shape is a ____________. 

The units I am using:   inches      centimeters      feet      meters 

Number Model or Math Problem:______________________ 

Perimeter= 

Number Model or Math Problem: 
___________________________

___ 

Number Model or Math Problem: 
___________________________

___ 
Number Model or Math Problem: 

___________________________
___ 
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is the measurement 
or distance  

around the outside 
of a 2D shape.  

Add all of the sides together 
to find the perimeter!  

   +      +      +      =    
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“I have…who has?” Shape Review Cards  
 

  

I have a square… 

who has a:  

I have a hexagon… 

who has a:  

I have a rectangle… 

who has a:  

I have a triangle… 

who has a:  

I have a circle… 

who has an:  
I have an oval… 

who has a:  
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“I have…who has?” Shape Review Cards  

 

 

 

I have a rhombus… 

who has a:  

I have a trapezoid… 

who has a:  

I have a pentagon… 

who has a:  

I have a star… 

who has a:  

I have an octagon… 

who has a:  

I have a________… 

who has a:  
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